Labeling solutions for industry
Clear identification, reliable control
EFFICIENT PROCESSES CALL FOR CLEVER SOLUTIONS. WE OFFER THEM.

Precise labeling. Reliable identification. That’s what the Meto brand, by Checkpoint, stands for. The company is a global leader for integrated system solutions along the entire supply chain, from anti-theft through the tracing, identification and labeling of goods to sales promotion.

Meto offers labeling solutions designed specially for industry to promote smooth processes. They ensure quick and reliable product verification at all times: in production, quality control, stockkeeping and distribution.

In this brochure, we show you a few samples of our services. Let us know your needs. We have the solution that’s right for you.
Warehouse orientation

Which shelf contains which products? What’s where? Meto InfoLine and frame systems provide quick orientation. No ceiling is too high, no shelf too long, no wall too broad.

With these two systems labeling can be integrated in any possible space, entirely to your specifications. Integrating these products made of aluminium or plastic is also fast and problem-free.
NOT ALL PRODUCTS ARE THE SAME. LABELING MAKES IT CLEAR.

Product labeling

What special features does a product have? What are its dimensions, which material was selected, and when was the product manufactured? Questions typical for production are easy to answer, thanks to labeling solutions by Meto. We will find the right answer for special cases in your processes, too.

Quality assurance

Is a product in fact flawless, or does it have certain defects? Who carried out what material checks, and when? Not only the question of quality plays a decisive role; so, too, does the exact documentation of the control. Meto labeling solutions are there to help.
Expiration/use-by date

When was a product manufactured, what is its shelf life, and by when must it be used? Particularly in the food industry, this is key information that calls for the utmost in reliability. This is where Meto labeling solutions offer you ideal opportunities.

Package labeling

How can storage information be reliably attached to a palette regardless of humidity and temperature? Thanks to the multitude of materials and adhesives used on our Meto adhesive labels, we have the right solution for every eventuality. Our labels are just as adhesive at sub-zero temperatures as they are in conditions of heat or moisture.
BE ON THE SAFE SIDE.
TRUST METO.

Shelf organisation

Merchandise-separation and feed systems together with the branded product as a comprehensive solution, by industry, for retail. Our shelf-optimisation systems and shelf price strips provide a sound basis for successful article and price communications. The shelf is always clearly organised, and employees can spot gaps in the presentation of merchandise at once.

Sterilisation

Are appliances and instruments really clean and safe? Are they free of bacteria and viruses? When human lives are at stake, there is no room for doubt. That’s why we offer special labels for the sterilisation of medical devices or laboratory equipment that reliably document sterilisation-process data.
Meto handlabelers and dispensers

Our range comprises models with 5 to 36 digits in 1 to 3 printing lines, dispensers and labellers with consecutive numbering for the clear labelling of products in an industrial setting. We can also produce sets of printer tapes tailored to your requirements.

Meto labels

Whether for use in production, quality control, storage management, packaging or transport: Meto labels are always the right choice. We offer you a unique choice of formats, colours, materials and adhesives. We will gladly produce special labels to your specifications.
METO®, a business unit of Checkpoint®, offers the global retail sector a great variety of innovative and highly cost-efficient labelling and sales promotion solutions. These include in-store communication and advertising, shelf management, merchandise identification and labelling and shopping convenience.

Over the past 50 years, METO has invented an ongoing succession of sales promotion and merchandise labelling solutions which define today's standard practice in the retail sector. METO develops solutions which are easy to handle and set up. As such, these solutions meet the requirements of a retail sector which faces constant change and which operates according to the motto: time is money. Solutions from METO help to ensure effective communications in all areas, from pricing through advertising to information on product origin, use-by dates or other details which play a role in the sale of merchandise.

METO combines quality with durability and inspires retailers to communicate with their customers in an effective manner. METO's success is due in part to its close cooperation with retailers, service providers and industry. These partnerships enable us to continue developing innovative concepts for our customers.